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Sigma7 acquires threat intelligence data and software provider 

Intelligence Fusion 
Innovative data visualization technology to underpin risk information and services platform 

  
 
New York, NY, August 25, 2022 — Sigma7, a rapidly scaling risk information and services company, has acquired 
Intelligence Fusion, a Durham UK-based data and software solutions business whose transformative technology 
provides intelligence-community grade, client-specific, security and threat information. Sigma7 is a portfolio 
company of Growth Catalyst Partners. Intelligence Fusion was acquired from The Finance Durham Fund, which is 
administered by Maven Capital Partners. The transaction terms were not disclosed. 
 
The acquisition of Intelligence Fusion is the company’s fifth since its launch in May, signifying continued expansion 
in building a comprehensive, technology-enabled risk management platform. Sigma7’s managed risk model brings 
together and extends services from the company’s family of best-in-class specialist brands that include Paragon 
Risk Engineering, RWH Myers, Strategia Worldwide and Risk & Strategic Management, Corp. The company offers 
extensive technical, sector and geographic risk expertise and serves over 400 clients globally, with corporate 
operations in nine countries.  
 
Intelligence Fusion presents high-fidelity real time visualization of security threats happening anywhere in the 
world, combined with highly skilled human interpretation of the data. Through a custom view of verified accurate 
inputs, an organization is able to enhance its situational awareness and make informed decisions about the 
potential impact of events on its operations. Sigma7 plans to incorporate Intelligence Fusion’s technology into its 
risk information and services platform by delivering highly sophisticated global risk monitoring, customized to an 
organization’s particular threat landscape.  
  
Andrew Hersh, CEO of Sigma7, said, “Intelligence Fusion is the crown jewel in threat visualization and monitoring 
solutions currently serving several Fortune 100 customers, large city law enforcement, and intelligence 
communities.  We are excited to leverage the platform in existing and new ways to deliver unmatched client 
value.” 
 
Commented Intelligence Fusion Founder and CEO Michael McCabe on the transaction, “With a rapidly changing 
global threat landscape, an integrated approach to risk management has never been more important. The 
combination of the market leading risk information and services companies that Sigma7 has already acquired, 
along with Intelligence Fusion’s data and technology capabilities, will create a powerful offering, providing tailored, 
quantifiable insight, resilience and advantage to Sigma7’s existing and expanding global client base.” 
 
About Sigma7 
Sigma7 is a market leading risk information and services platform that is unconflicted, comprehensive, and focused 
on measurable business outcomes. We work globally across risk domains, apply modern technologies and 
integrate the services of respected specialist brands in risk information and services. Sigma7’s foundational 
businesses include Risk & Strategic Management, Strategia Worldwide, Paragon Risk Engineering and RWH Myers, 
with additional acquisitions and organic growth planned. Our client base includes over 400 of the world’s most 
prominent and complex organizations. Sigma7 is dually headquartered in New York City and London. More 
information is available at s7risk.com. 
 

https://www.s7risk.com/


 
 

 

About Growth Catalyst Partners 
Growth Catalyst Partners is a middle market private equity firm investing in information, marketing and tech-
enabled services businesses. GCP’s strategy involves targeting growth segments of industries and identifying and 
building market-leading companies with breakout potential. GCP partners with company founders and owners 
along with top executives within those industries and provides capital, proprietary deal origination and operating 
expertise to the management teams. GCP’s team has deep sector expertise and has led hundreds of transactions 
and successful investments in services businesses for over 20 years. Since the firm’s founding in 2015, GCP has 
completed over 75 acquisitions across its industry-leading platform companies. For more information, 
visit www.growthcatalystpartners.com. 
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For Sigma7 
David Sigel, Chief Marketing Officer 
Email: davidsigel@s7risk.com 
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